This paper presents a smoothing method which preserves features for a triangular mesh even when large-scale noise are included because of measurement errors. First, scale-dependent discrete Laplacian is introduced along with boundary Laplacian to deal with an open mesh. Then, a method for feature detection which uses the values by these Laplacians is constructed. Furthermore, anisotropic diffusion is proposed which determines suitable parameters from the values for preserving features. Finally a method is presented which discriminates features from large-scale noise by generating graph of feature lines. Effectiveness of the methods is shown by the experiment results of well-smoothed meshes with their features preserved.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, reverse engineering, which generates mathematical models in the computer from real objects, is getting popular according to the advance of the measuring machine. When these mathematical models are used for CAD or CAE, it takes much time for obtaining necessary data for a complicated shape. Further, since the data include noise, a technique for smoothing them is required. The algorithm for the smoothing should be simple and efficient, because the size of the data obtained from a measuring machine is usually large.
Methods [10] [11] , which minimize the elastic energy of a plate, have been proposed to generate smooth surfaces. However, they include problems such as difficulty to set the boundary conditions and reliability for real data. On the other hand, in the field of computer graphics, Taubin [17] has proposed a method which applies a signal processing technique to removal of noise in a mesh by discrete Laplacian. Kobelt [13] has also proposed a method which corrects positions of points locally by minimizing discrete energy function of a plate. There are many methods which apply discrete Laplacian to smoothing problems; Desbrun et al. [3] have extended the Laplacian technique to a diffusion equation on a mesh. On representing shapes, these studies involve drawbacks in preserving sharp features exactly: Sharp features such as edges and corners are rounded or lost along with noise. For designing industrial products, the smoothing methods are strongly required to preserve sharp features as the designer intends.
In this paper, we propose a smoothing method which preserves sharp features and obtains smooth shapes efficiently for the objects composed of triangular meshes. This method extends the method proposed by the authors [7] [8] , which obtains smooth surfaces even with inner holes or imperfect boundaries by applying fourth divided difference to rectangular meshes. The object mesh is expanded from rectangle to triangle meshes which are widely used in CAD and CG. The method uses anisotropic smoothing by employing anisotropic coefficients in a diffusion flow, which was proposed [1] [9] for preserving features by setting smaller weights to the direction across them. We obtain results efficiently by detecting sharp features from smoothing factors calculated using discrete Laplacians. We have also introduced a graph technique for treating data with large-scale noise.
In this paper, we describe some definitions of discrete Laplacians along with smoothing process by diffusion equations in Section 2. Next, in Section 3, we introduce a new type of Laplacian and a method for smoothing a mesh using it for boundaries of an open shell. Then, in Section 4, we propose a method for extracting sharp features and anisotropic smoothing. In Section 5, we treat a graph technique to obtain correct features when large-scale noise is given, and conclude the paper.
SMOOTHING PROCESS
We describe a smoothing process first. We adopt a diffusion flow method [17] , [3] , which applies a diffusion equation discretely to points on a mesh. At each time step, the coordinates of the points are updated and the surface becomes smooth according to the iteration. Let a state quantity be X, then the diffusion process is expressed as
Here, t is a time variable,  is a diffusion coefficient, and L is a differential operator, that is Laplacian. 
Here, I is an identity matrix. We directly obtain v n+1 by calculating the right side. The stable condition is
We obtain a solution by solving a simultaneous equation, but we have to use coordinate values at the nth step because we cannot get coefficients at the left side. This method is called semi-implicit and supposes that the lengths of the edges are not changed much before and after the calculation [1],[3], [9] . In either case, we move the coordinate of a point according to the obtained discrete Laplacian value by the diffusion coefficient . We use the simple explicit method if there is no problem of stable convergence. We stop iteration when the sum of absolute Laplacian values does not decrease.
INTRODUCTION OF DISCRETE LAPLACIAN 3.1 Formula of Discrete Laplacian
A basic diffusion formula is represented by differential operator L for point v i on a mesh, and expressed as follows:
Here, 
This can be applied to a mesh with non-uniform edges.
To consider curvature variation, we need second-order Laplacian. Second-order Laplacian L
2 can obtain precise results because it calculates two-neighbor vertices, that are one-neighbor of vertices j's of one neighbor of i. But a higher order than two is not necessarily effective because there is a trade-off between computation time and quality. Second order Laplacian is expressed using one-order Laplacian:
Simplified Discrete Laplacian
To get solutions efficiently, we introduce a simplified Laplacian operator as follows:
This formula is similar to that, introduced by the authors [7] [8] 
2). Second-order
Laplacian is calculated using this one-order Laplacian. Since it normalizes the length of each vector from vertex i to the one neighbor vertex, it can treat a non-uniform mesh. From our experiments, almost meshes are well smoothed. When we treat an extremely irregular mesh, Laplacian-Beltrami operator [3] [14] [21] is necessary which counts angles around the vertex in the weight.
Boundary Treatment for Open Mesh
When we treat an open mesh, we have to consider the condition of vertices on boundaries. The discrete Laplacian on a boundary is difficult to get a suitable value because of a large tangential component. No good concrete solutions have been proposed, although Desbrun and et al. [3] proposed that the discrete Laplacian is defined using two adjacent vertices or that virtual vertices are used for the calculation. Taubin [18] takes out only normal component for vertices on a boundary, but some troubles occur when tangential components are large. Hence we use both components of Laplacian, normal component
, on a boundary as shown in Fig. 1 .
Here, i n is a normal vector at vertex i. We obtain i n from the normalized average of outer products of edge vectors for all triangles at the vertex. 
Using these values, we calculate Laplacians on a boundary as follows:
Here,  is an arbitrary constant, and it is a threshold which determines whether a tangent component is included or not. Fig. 2 shows a result of an applied example for a simple mesh. We have obtained a smooth mesh by the second Laplacian and implicit diffusion flow. In this example, we set  = 0.3. It shows the effectiveness of our method.
SMOOTHING METHOD FOR PRESERVING SHARP FEATURES 4.1 Extracting Sharp Features
We propose a method for extracting sharp features. Here, we define a sharp feature as an edge or a corner on a mesh. We introduce two kinds of fairness factors to distinguish existing features from large noise. First one is Fi for detecting unevenness of one-neighbor vertices of vertex i, which is defined by the normal component of a normalized discrete Laplacian. This is quite the same to Eqn. (3.5). When unevenness around a vertex is small, this factor is small, and it becomes large for a large unevenness. The second factor is Gi which represents unevenness of one neighbor vertices j's. This factor is expressed by a vector which is the sum of Fi and the sum-up of Fj 's of its one-neighbor vertices:
This factor does not include the unevenness of vertex i, because the vectors of Fi from vertex i to oneneighbor vertices are cancelled by the vectors of Fj 's from one-neighbor vertices to vertex i. Hence Gi includes only out-going vectors from one-neighbor vertices, and it is not affected by large-scale noise at vertex i and represents only the unevenness of the one-neighbor. On the other hand, at a vertex on a feature, both Fi and Gi becomes a large value, because curvature is not continuous there and a direction of normal vector changes abruptly as shown in Fig. 3 . Therefore, we can judge that a vertex is on a feature when both the factors of the vertex are large, and it has noise when only either of the factors is large.
Next, using these factors, we introduce two functions which have standard deviations define an edge factor, multiplying this pair by which is the sine of the included angle at the edge. By plotting these pairs of the factors as a distribution map, we extract feature edges. When the value of 
Feature Preserving Smoothing
In early isotropic smoothing methods such as by Taubin [17] and by Kobbelt [13] , sharp edges are rounded and features are lost. Hence many methods to prevent loss of features have been proposed. Bilateral filtering [12] ,[4] is application of image processing to three dimensional surfaces: Fleishman [4] has executed filtering of noise by regarding a distance from a surface point to a tangential plane at a vertex as a brightness value of images. When the distance is large, it is regarded as a feature. They succeeded in filtering noise, but the obtained smoothness is not so high. Ohtake [16] has introduced a method which uses adaptive Gaussian filter, but its computational cost is high.
Another effective method is anisotropic smoothing which sets different weights on vertices and smoothes a mesh in an anisotropic way for diffusion tensors according to whether a vertex is on a feature edge or not. The weighting function is shown below.
. for Here,  is a threshold which is a constant to determine whether the vertex is on a feature or not. Variable a is quantity concerning a vertex; Clarenz et al.
[1] used principal curvature for this value. This method also needs a high computational cost to calculate principal curvature for a large mesh. Hildebrandt et al. [9] have proposed a two-step smoothing method in anisotropic smoothing; First, they calculate mean curvature and smooth its scalar surface, then generate a smooth mesh by converging it to have the mean curvature surface. This also requires much computation time.
We propose a method which makes use of merits of the anisotropic smoothing and reduces a computational cost by applying discrete Laplacian in Eqn. 
We can reduce the computational time using
also in determining features. We can select an appropriate value for threshold , which is decided by users in the conventional method by trial and error. Instead, we execute feature extraction in the preprocessing: We set  so that
for all the set of feature vertices. Fig. 6 shows an example of setting for the octahedron in Fig. 5 . A horizontal axis is index number for vertices and a vertical axis is
, and big black circles show vertices on features. We set = 0.9 in this example, and we exactly separate feature vertices from ordinary ones.
When a vertex is judged to be on a feature according to the method described in Section 4.1, the weight is set to 1 for the edges along the feature and set to  for those across the feature, and it is given to all the edges when the vertex is at the corner. This can reserve the features and also smooth the feature edges themselves. One-order Laplacian operators for the anisotropic smoothing at the feature vertices become 
Example
We executed the proposed method for some examples. They were calculated by the explicit diffusion method and the anisotropic second Laplacian operator was applied. Fig. 7 shows an example for an octahedron; Fig. 7(a) is calculated by Fleishman's bilateral filtering [4] and Fig. 7(b) is by our method, which removes noise completely while the feature lines are preserved. Jones' method [12] shows a similar result to that of Fleishman's because both the bilateral filtering cannot smooth feature lines successfully.
The next example is a fandisk model. Fig. 8(a) shows a shape which is given random noise according to Gaussian distribution, and the smoothed result is shown in Fig. 8(b) . It is demonstrated that the method is effective for a complicated shape as well as one with an irregular mesh. The last example is a plaster, whose height is 13 cm and obtained through actual measurement; A 3D scanner is Roland PICZA LPX-1200. Fig. 9 (a) shows original measured data and Fig. 9 (b) the smoothed result. In this example, feature lines such as muscle lines are remained but the noise is not completely removed. The reason is that the feature lines are composed of valleys with small G i 's and it is difficult to set an appropriate parameter for  against these vertices. To detect vague and gradual features is future research work. It might be effective to use a technique for recovering sharp features such as those by Wang [19] [20] .
SMOOTHING FOR LARGE-SCALE NOISE BY GRAPH TECHNIQUE

Extraction of Feature Edges
In our method, the edges which are not on feature lines are extracted when large-scale noise is given or features include edges with thin angles. Here, large-scale noise means that the standard deviation of given noise is greater than 0.2 × average edge-length in case of the fandisc model. Hence, we select edges on features not only by the fairness factors but also by connectivity of edges using a graph technique. The graph technique for extracting features has been proposed by Gumhold et al. [6] and Pauly et al. [15] . They extracted features from point data. On the other hand, Demarison et al.
[2] first executed segmentation for points data and then removed small branches using the graph which were obtained from the segments. We apply a graph for extracted edges as sharp features and refine the graph according to the Demarison's approach.
We first generate a graph G(V, E) from the extracted edges which is composed of vertices (V) and edges (E), then we calculate edge factors which are distances from the origin to distributed points in Fig. 4 . Then we calculate tree factors by summing up the factor values of connected edges in each tree. Second, using these values, we select trees which have larger tree factors than the given constant and remove unimportant trees consisting of a small number of edges. Third, we remove mis-extracted edges according to the following patterns (see Fig. 10 ):
(1) Short branch edges (2) Zigzag edges (3) Small loops These can be obtained using topological relation of the graph along with the directions of adjacent edges.
Last, we restore disappeared edges by connecting edges which are recognized feature edges. At the leaves of the remained trees, that are ends of sharp edges, we check if there are sharp edges to be connected. The intermediate edges to connect both the ends must have larger edge factors than half of the threshold and the number of them is less than four. The angle between the connecting edge and the adjacent existing edge is less than the tolerance.
Applied Example
We execute our method for the same data as Fig. 8 , but they have large-scale noise as shown in Fig.  11(a) . The smoothed result of the method proposed in Section 4 is shown in Fig 11(b) using extracted feature edges shown in Fig. 11(c) . The result is not so good because of many mis-extracted sharp edges. Fig. 12 shows smoothed result using the graph method in this section. Fig. 12(b) shows the result after removing mis-extracted edges, and Fig. 12(a) shows the result by the anisotropic smoothing with the weights of the remained features. The blue edges show restored sharp edges. The quality of the shape is much improved.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed methods for smoothing shapes with large-scale noise. By applying the methods to meshes with noise, we have obtained following conclusions.
(1) Short branch edges (2) Zigzag edges (c) Loops  Extraction of sharp features is possible by fairness factors calculated with scale-dependent discrete Laplacian.  Anisotropic smoothing can be effectively executed using weights obtained also from discrete Laplacian.  A mesh with large-scale noise can be smoothed by restoring the graph of the extracted feature edges.
Our future research includes extending the method to treat shapes with vague sharp features and fillets.
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